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Foundation Pieced Stained Glass Quilts
Here are bargello quilts like you've never seen them before! Instead of streaking
up and down, these 11 designs wave, twist, and curve to create beautiful shapes
with incredible movement. Eileen's techniques use the efficiency of strip piecing to
make truly mesmerizing modern designs. You'll create strip sets, slice and dice
them, and arrange the values using a number chart for flawless results. A gorgeous
gallery is included.

Sew Very Easy Quilt Favorites
Value-packed book features clear, step-by-step directions for 14 quilts

Paper Piecing Perfect Points
Quilting icon Jo Morton returns with her third book in the "Jo's Little Favorites"
series! Enjoy 16 more exquisite little quilts previously available only to her devoted
club members--until now. For the first time, Jo invites quilters into her charming
1920s-era bungalow to share how she displays quilts in her own home. Get oodles
of ideas for showcasing small quilts, along with Jo's favorite techniques for making
them. You'll be inspired to start right away with Jo's wise approach: if you want to
make them all, make them small!

Paper Piecing Patterns
If you can sew a straight line, you can stitch accurate blocks using the paper
foundation piecing method. Follow the step by step photographs to learn how to
paper piece. Begin by measuring to cut strips or over-size shapes. Position them on
the back side of the pattern and sew on the lines. No tedious cutting or marking
required. Color photographs and full-size patterns are provided for 31 blocks using
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single, quarter, and split foundations.

Paper Pieced Modern
Reacquaint yourself with a spectacular variety of pieced patterns from your
favorite C&T authors, including Alex Anderson, Piece O' Cake Designs, Jean Wells,
and Carol Doak. Whether you like One-Block Quilts, Mariner's Compass Stars, or
New York Beauties, this book is sure to peak your curiosity!

Carol Doak's Foundation Paper
Dazzle your friends with a Kaleidoscope quilt! Each sparkling paper-pieced quilt
pattern features eight shapes that come together to form a single, wonderfully
unique block. Choose from 10 all-new paper-piecing designs that convey energy
and movement Make beautiful, complex-looking quilts by following clear, step-bystep illustrated instructions by best-selling author Nancy Mahoney Achieve great
results, right down to those narrow little points

Celebrate the Tradition with C & T Publishing
Paper piecing is popular, so now's the time to teach quilters to move beyond
squares and rectabgles and give their quilts a few points - sharp points. Readers
will discover a varied assortment of bold looks.

Little Gems
Get a whopping 51 patterns for the always-popular lap quilt--designs for everyday,
seasons, holidays, and special days abound. And at just 55 cents per pattern, you'll
enjoy both inspiration and savings! Discover quilts from outstanding designers,
including: * Country Threads * Kim Diehl * Amy Ellis * Sherri K. Falls * Joanna
Figueroa * Jill Finley * Lynne Hagmeier * Kimberly Jolly * Nancy Mahoney * Me and
My Sister Designs * Carrie Nelson * Pat Sloan * Cheryl Wall * Corey Yoder * and
more! Lap quilts are the perfect size for so many occasions: cozy cuddling, creative
decorating, gift giving, and more. You'll lap up this versatile lap-quilt pattern
collection--there are SO many ways to use it!

365 Foundation Quilt Blocks
A collection of patchwork quilt patterns incorporate such patriotic themes as stars
and stripes, eagles, flags, and the colors red, white, and blue.

Flower Pounding
Start with a simple block. Slice, turn, and sew slices back together. Then watch the
magic happen! It's hard to believe such complex-looking quilts can come from such
easy-to-sew blocks, but turnabout techniques transform even the most basic
blocks into showstopping quilts. In some cases slicing isn't even necessary--just
turn units as directed for unique designs! Each chapter focuses on a single block;
just follow along to sew, slice, turn, and sew again. Find several design options for
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each block, along with a total of 24 quilt patterns, so you can make lap quilts,
runners, and more with the turnabout blocks you create.

The Big Book of Lap Quilts
You’ll love these ten soft and pretty designs made with traditional hexagons, as
well as squares, circles, pentagons, and other shapes. Learn the fundamentals of
English paper piecing and needleturned appliqué to add to your repertoire of
quiltmaking skills. Whether you are a beginner or a more experienced quilter,
Sue’s teaching style will help you rediscover the joy of handwork.

Turnabout Patchwork
Quilters are treated to a gorgeous collection of new Christmas designs from Japan's
leading quilt publication, Nihon Vogue. Offering a take on traditional Western
quilting, Japanese quilters share their fresh, unexpected vision and fabulous
finishing touc

Fat-Quarter Favorites
You're sure to find projects you'll love making in this collection that combines
clever takes on favorite blocks and applique motifs with fresh, contemporary
fabrics.

Mini-Mosaic Quilts
Follow Carol Doak's step-by-step instructions to create your own perfectly stitched,
small-scale masterpiece. Choose from 17 charming miniature quilts.

Easy Paper-pieced Miniatures
22 paper-pieced quilt projects to make!

Quilter's Favorites--Pieced Points & Stars
Explains how to transfer pigment from fresh flowers directly onto specially treated
muslin; includes instructions for eight projects and advice on starting a variety of
others.

Animal Quilts
50 Fabulous Paper-Pieced Stars
Her instructional videos have inspired thousands to start sewing. Now for the first
time, sew-lebrity Laura Coia shares written patterns for the most loved video
tutorials on her “Sew Very Easy” YouTube channel! Learn the basics of
quiltmaking, from cutting and pressing to borders and finishing. Then practice your
skills with a dozen beautiful projects—quilts you’ll come back to time and time
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again—all suitable for beginners and beyond.

Quilt Block Fusion
Discover the creativity and fun of learning new techniques to create heirloomquality quilt blocks with ease. Penny Haren provides step-by-step instructions for
ten techniques that show you new ways to create stunning blocks that are quick
and easy to make.

Our Best Seasonal Quilts
Winter Wonders
Playful Little Paper-Pieced Projects by Tacha Bruecher is a collection of paperpieced projects featuring some of the best work from today's most talented
modern quilters. You can learn everything you need to know about foundation
paper piecing, and then test your skills with 37 projects ranging in difficulty and
complexity. Bursting with ideas and ingenuity, this book will inspire you to include
paper piecing in all your sewing projects.

New English Paper Piecing
Create a menagerie of quilted creatures with 53 exciting foundation-pieced block
designs by Margaret Rolfe! Piece dozens of animal and bird designs, including a
panda, giraffe, rhinoceros, lion, flamingo, toucan, hippo, koala, parrot, and an
elephant. Stitch even the smallest pieces of your blocks with ease and accuracy
when you use Margaret's fast and fun foundation-piecing technique Combine any
number of 4" x 4" blocks to make small or large quilts Complete block instructions,
patterns for four quilts, and a special ark block are included

The Paper-Pieced Home
How many fat quarters does it take to make a quilt? 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14--the choice
is yours! America's favorite fabric cut gets a fun makeover in a dozen all-new
patterns from popular blogger Andy Knowlton. In her happy color palette, Andy
shares easy-to-sew quilts that will inspire you to break into your bundles, unfold
your singles, or even cut yardage into 18" x 22" chunks of fabric to re-create these
cheerful designs. Stars, pinwheels, arrows, and Churn Dashes are just a few of the
classic motifs that get Andy's fresh fat-quarter treatment. No more excuses and no
time to lose--you'll love reducing and restocking your stash to make these fatquarter friendly projects.

Fresh Fat-Quarter Quilts
Presents mini-quilt block patterns that are designed to be incorporated into
different kinds of projects, including little bags, cushions, potholders, and small
quilts.
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Intentional Piecing
With the simplicity and accuracy of paper piecing, you can create these elaboratelooking Star blocks in a snap! Carol Doak, bestselling author of many books on
paper piecing, is back with 50 original paper-pieced Star blocks--one for each U.S.
state. Follow Carol's expert step-by-step instructions to make 50 beautiful blocks
that finish to 12" Find ideas for mixing and matching block sections for fascinating
original designs and intriguing secondary patterns Discover inspiration for using
blocks in a variety of projects, plus tips on enlarging and reducing patterns to
personalize designs

Twist-and-Turn Bargello Quilts
Make These Tiny Treasures in A Lot Less Time. Make 24 beautiful miniature quilts,
each in a day or less, with techniques that dramatically speed up your paper
piecing. Stitch a whole quilt with perfectly matched seams and points from a single
foundation. Learn innovative methods that make paper piecing much faster and
easier. Choose the right fabrics to make your miniature sparkle. Get started right
away with 12 full-size foundations. Do you love miniature quilts, but not the hours
and hours it takes to make them? Now you can make a gorgeous miniature-with
perfect accuracy-in just a small fraction of the time it used to take. The secret is
the paper piecing techniques, pioneered by Anita Grossman Solomon and updated
here to bring miniatures within reach of even the most time-challenged quilter.

Moda All-Stars - On a Roll
Sparkling with tiny treasures, these patterns are a treat for paper-piecing
enthusiasts. New to paper piecing? Learn the popular technique with a small
investment of time and materials. Each 12" x 12" project can be quilted on your
home machine, and a fat quarter is all you need for backing and binding. 15
traditional designs for decorating and gift-giving Showcase finished projects on
Ackfeld wire hangers, tabletops, and walls Achieve accurate results with paper
piecing--ideal for finely detailed projects Try something new: add prairie points,
trims, and embellishments

Foundation-Pieced Quilts
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Quilt Blocks and Quilts from your Favorite Fabrics
Fat-quarter fans: start your sewing engines! Fat quarters are a favorite fabric
cut--find charming ways to use more of yours in this all-new collection of fatquarter-friendly designs. Take those fun little chunks of fabric in fantastic new
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directions, trying fresh spins on classic quilt blocks, such as Jacob's Ladder, Churn
Dash, and Pinwheel. Or, take a page from nature's design book and turn fat
quarters into fabric flower gardens or sparkling stars! Dive into a variety of fun
techniques, including traditional piecing and fusible applique. With today's popular
designers leading the way, it's easier than ever to have fun with fat quarters!

Miniatures In Minutes
28 best season-celebrating quilts Selected and guided by Fons and Porter Tips and
techniques from the sewing room.

Best of Fons and Porter: Patriotic Quilts
Celebrate the decorative intricacy of tiled mosaics in your next quilting or sewing
project. Author Paula Doyle proves how easy it can be to get perfect precision
patchwork on a small scale with her piecing techniques. Create more than 30
different complex-looking blocks that make for wonderfully colorful patterns. Use
lots of different fabrics in these miniature quilts, table runners, tote bags, and
many other projects. Includes fusible grid guides for either ½” or 1” tiles, and all of
the project designs are fat quarter-friendly. Good things really do come in small
packages!

Favorite Little Christmas Quilts
Makes paper piecing super easy!

130 Mini Quilt Blocks
A sweet collection of unique paper-pieced quilt blocks. Sewing since the age of six
and a quilter for many years, author Penny Layman is inspired by everyday
household items that connote Cozy kitchens and domestic warmth. Here Penny
creates 40 paper-pieced quilt blocks celebrating the home and all things in it, while
showcasing her quirky sense of humour. Paper piecing allows for incredibly precise
blocks, even if the quilt block designs themselves seem complex or make use of
irregular shapes. The blocks in this collection include a mix of solids and prints,
using the latter with particular effect. In addition to paper piecing, some blocks
include needle-turned applique, printing, and hand embroidery. The 10 quilt
projects each feature one or more blocks. In addition to complete written
instructions for every block and project, the book includes a CD that contains fullsize pattern templates for every block.|A sweet collection of unique paper-pieced
quilt blocks. Author Penny Layman is inspired by everyday household items that
connote Cozy kitchens and domestic warmth. Here Penny creates 40 paper-pieced
quilt blocks celebrating the home and all things in it, while showcasing her quirky
sense of humour.

Radiant New York Beauties
A Quilter's Ark
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Nothing compares to the accuracy you get with paper piecing—and it’s never been
easier to learn! Amy Garro’s step-by-step visual guide to precision piecing opens
up a world of possibilities for the modern quilter. Choose from 13 striking quilt
patterns that appeal to the modern aesthetic, designed in Amy’s sophisticated
style, featuring clever color placement, unique settings, and a thoughtful use of
negative space. With blocks that range from easy to more challenging, there’s
something for every skill level. Discover time-saving tricks that will help you sew
extreme angles, sharp points, and unique shapes with perfect results! Her tips for
setting up your workspace, choosing the best tools, and transferring patterns will
turn you into the expert.

Jo's Little Favorites III
It’s quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called
foundation piecing, you just follow a numerical sequence to stitch fabric onto a
foundation. Even the smallest pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With
365 projects, you could make one every day of the year. They’re organized monthby-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the July blocks; a Thanksgiving
quilt in November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral
quilts with each month’s flowers. (There are also some whimsical designs such as
the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to America.) Photos of
quilts made with blocks for each month accompany the complete instructions for
the entire foundation piecing process.

Quilter's Favorites--Traditional Pieced & Appliqued
In honour of C&T Publishing's 20th anniversary, the world's best quilt designers,
fibre artists and quilting teachers, all C&T authors, have designed quilt blocks for
you, plus share their favourite tips and stories from years of experience in this
wonderful industry.

Playful Little Paper-Pieced Projects
Here's your opportunity to become an expert on glorious New York Beauty blocks!
Valori Wells' innovative designs will pump up your creativity, while her hands-on
teaching style will walk you through each step of the process.

Kaleidoscope Paper Piecing
From fussy cutting particular design elements from commercially manufactured
fabrics to working with selvages and stripes effectively, Amy offers readers unique
patterns that feature precise piecing for graphic and sometimes whimsical results.

Paper-Pieced Quilts
The All-Stars are back with sparkling projects for irresistible Jelly Rolls--coordinating
precut 2-1/2" strips of fabric that slash cutting time and speed up sewing time.
Patchwork reigns in 14 quilt patterns created by favorite Moda designers, including
Lisa Bongean, Betsy Chutchian, Joanna Figueroa, Sandy Klop, and Anne Sutton.
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From simple and classic to fresh and contemporary, beautiful quilts will inspire you
to get the ball rolling!
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